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GROUP PRESIDENT

CEO FOREWORD

T

he launch of the National Entrepreneurship
Policy 2030 (DKN2030) outlines a clear and
long-term strategy in transforming Malaysia as
a prime entrepreneurial nation by 2030. The
approach described in DKN2030 supports the
country’s aspiration to achieve the Shared Prosperity
Vision 2021-2030 of equitable and inclusive economic
distribution among the people in this country. As an
agency under the Ministry of Entrepreneur Development,
the SME Bank is fully committed to playing a key role in
ensuring the success the government’s policies.
NURTURING YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
Shaping a society with an entrepreneurial mindset,
especially among the youth, is fundamental if we are
to become a prime entrepreneurial nation. Hence,
the SME Bank has initiated the award winning
corporate responsibility program, SME Bank Y-Biz
Challenge. This competition aims to inculcate interest
in entrepreneurship among the secondary school
students. Since its launch in 2012, the Y-Biz Challenge
has attracted the participation of 522 schools
involving 2,169 students nationwide. Moreover, several
participating schools have started selling products
through their cooperative school clubs and to-date has
achieved sales of over RM500,000. SME Bank Y-Biz
Challenge 2020 will start to kick off by end of this year.
Following the success of the SME Bank Y-Biz Challenge, the
Bank has introduced a new initiative called the SME Bank
90-Days Biz Challenge in 2015 dedicated to Community
College students. In 2019, the competition was opened
to Polytechnic students nationwide. As of 2019, a total
of 1,324 students has enrolled in the challenge. For the
2019’s SME Bank 90-Days Biz Challenge, the 20 finalists
have managed to generate sales of RM102,829.26 during
the four months of the competition.
Based on our experience from the SME Bank Y-Biz
Challenge and 90-Days Biz Challenge, we observe that
young Malaysians have what it takes to succeed as
entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, to grow and sustain their
venture in a competitive and challenging real-world
business environment, it is imperative that they further
enhance their capability and capacity. Fortunately,
the Ministry of Entrepreneur Development through its
agencies, including SME Bank, offers various training
and business coaching programmes to entrepreneurs
across all sectors and stages.
We also suggest young entrepreneurs focus on areas
such as market research, financial management and
networking.
DEVELOPING HUMAN CAPITAL
The new economy and rapid pace of technological
innovation are changing the future business, economic
and workforce. Hence, the Bank is now intensifying
its effort in building a workforce of the future. This
endeavour culminates in the launch of our Redefined
Talent Management strategy of “attract.develop.
retain”. We plan to optimise our efficiency by leveraging
new technologies and at the same time, encourage

innovation and creativity. The ultimate vision is to
transform SME Bank into the “Home of Champions”
- a conducive workplace where everyone can work
together to achieve business success.
Indeed, without a proficient human capital, the Bank’s
aspiration to become the leader in the SME ecosystem
and create value beyond financial services will be
impossible to achieve.
SME BANK ZAKAT CONTRIBUTION
I am pleased to share that since 2009, SME Bank has
contributed over RM25 million for zakat. This year,
the Bank provided RM1.16 million for this purpose,
which was distributed to eight strategic partners
comprising three hospitals and five public higher
learning institutions.
This year is the first time that SME Bank has decided to
work with strategic partners for its zakat contribution.
In the past, the Bank had distributed its zakat payment
directly to individuals or via State zakat agencies. The
decision to collaborate with strategic partners from
the healthcare and education sectors stems from our
experience in assisting the asnaf and B40 groups. The
cost to procure services from these two sectors has
risen dramatically due to inflationary pressure and
the uncertain economic environment. We hope that
our contribution can provide targeted relief to the
intended beneficiaries in these specific areas.
In ending, we hope that the aspiration of
DKN2030 towards establishing Malaysia as a prime
entrepreneurial nation could impact the B40 and
asnaf groups by uplifting them economically. We are
ready to play our role.
Happy reading and Wassalam.
ARIA PUTERA ISMAIL
Group President / Chief Executive Officer
SME Bank
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BUJ Technologies
Enterprise Sdn Bhd

737109 – U

Dato’ Haji Mohd Badruddin Bin Ibrahim, DIMP.
Executive Director
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The Entrepreneur’s Journey

LEADERSHIP THAT
“WALK THE TALK”

T

he phrase “walk the talk” is as cliché as it
comes in the corridors of leadership and
the management circle. When it comes
to corporate jargons, these three words
must be up there with “think outside
of the box” and “low hanging fruit”. Ironically,
although this phrase is overused, in reality, having
a leader who walk the talk is less prevalent.

contractor for a solid waste management project
for the Kuantan Municipal Council.

This scenario is certainly not the case with Dato’
Haji Mohd Badruddin Bin Ibrahim, the Executive
Director of BUJ Technologies Enterprise Sdn Bhd,
a company with the core business of the waste
management and cleaning services.

Many local jobseekers had a negative perception
of working in the waste management industry.
Meanwhile, the few who are interested in joining
the company lack the necessary experience and
skills to do the job well.

Our story began when Dato’ Haji Mohd Badruddin
established his business in 1997 as a pioneer

At the same time, Dato’ Haji Mohd Badruddin
dreamt about creating economic opportunities for

Since the beginning, the founder is committed
to deliver the best level of service and meet
customers’ demand. However, he soon realized
that there is a shortage in quality talents available
in the market.

Ironically, although this phrase is overused, in reality,
having a leader who walk the talk is less prevalent.
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He demonstrates that a true
leader is not someone who
can only give instructions
but someone who has real
experience and knowledge
in performing the task
at hand.

the people living in the surrounding areas. These
people are primarily involved in the traditional
fishing industry with low and seasonal income.
The entrepreneur is aware that hiring talents from
the local communities could address his workforce
issue. The next question is, how can he train and
motivate his new workforce to perform at his
expected level?
After much deliberation, Dato’ Haji Mohd Badruddin
decided that the only way to address this challenge
is for the entire leadership of the company to walk
the talk and lead by example. This approach means
that every single person in the company has to go
house-to-house to collect solid waste, drive the
compactor trucks and clean drains.
He demonstrates that a true leader is not someone
who can only give instructions but someone who
has real experience and knowledge in performing
the task at hand. This revolutionary approach
helped cultivate a positive culture within the
company and allowed its leadership to have a
better grasp of the needs of both its internal and
external stakeholders.
This understanding has sparked several positive
management decisions from employment benefits
to career development. In this regards, Dato’
Haji Mohd Badruddin is proud to share that it is
possible for a general worker to gain promotion to
a manager position.
This emphasis on walking the talk does not end
with developing people. It is essential to invest in
the right types of machinery and equipment to
ensure that the business can perform at its level
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The many certifications and awards exemplify the company’s
desire to stay one step ahead of the competition. The
extensive list of recognitions garnered by the company
includes the 5S Quality Environment Management System,
ISO: 9001:2015, ISO: 14001:2015 and Lean Management.

best. He recollects his decision to acquire stateof-the-art compactor trucks during the early days
of the company’s establishment. At the time, this
decision appears to be a bold move as the adoption
of such vehicles was still uncommon in those days.
However, the strategy paid off immensely as the
level of service quality they were able to deliver
due to the technological innovation created
long-term value for their business.

ONE STEP AHEAD
In addition to walking the talk, Dato’ Haji Mohd
Badruddin believes in strategic planning to stay
ahead of the competition. Even though he has
accumulated over 22 years of business experience,
the seasoned entrepreneur does not consider
anyone is entitled to remain in their comfort zone.
He observes that it may be even more challenging

to deliver a high standard of service due to the
economic uncertainties facing the world today.
The
many
certifications
and
awards
exemplify the company’s desire to stay one step
ahead of the competition. The extensive list of
recognitions garnered by the company includes
the 5S Quality Environment Management
System, ISO: 9001:2015, ISO: 14001:2015 and
Lean Management. This commitment towards
excellence has resulted in his company’s
selection as a Total Quality Management (TQM)
Model Company by Malaysia Productivity
Corporation (MPC). The company has also been
an MPC Partner for almost a decade.
ENGAGEMENT WITH SME BANK
According to Dato’ Haji Mohd Badruddin, SME
Bank has played a pivotal role in supporting the
Vol 15 / 2019
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company’s growth. The financing facility
offered by the Bank has helped the company
in purchasing new and more technologically
advanced fleet of trucks. This opportunity, in
turn, allows them to gain a valuable competitive
advantage over other industry players.
Lo o k in g b a ck, he ack now l e d g e s t hat th e
networking session and engagement programme
with ministries and its agencies such as MITI, MPC
and SME Corp has led him to know about financing
offered by SME Bank.
D a t o ’ H a j i M o h d B a d r u d d i n e n c o u ra g e s
entrepreneurs to follow his footsteps and take
advantage of the various opportunities offered by
the Government. The impact of opportunities is
game-changing as we strive to create value and
increase the level of productivity. He adds that
entrepreneurs must be ready to take calculated
risks to stay ahead of the pack.

BEFORE

NOW

Begin as a contractor
operating exclusively in
Kuantan, Pahang serving
the Kuantan Municipal
Council and Alam Flora
Sdn Bhd

Expanded to deliver services
in other states and districts

Vol 15 / 2019

Began offering services
for FELDA
Opened new branches

FUTURE
Desire to be among the
leading industry players
Explore new opportunities
within the waste
management industry such
as landfill management,
Waste2Energy and
sustainability
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Sediakawal (M) Sdn. Bhd.

1057739-W

Noraishah binti Khamalrudin

Managing Director
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The Entrepreneur’s Journey

SECURING THE FUTURE

A

nalysts are predicting that the global
economy will be experiencing a
period of low growth. While growing
a business in an uncertain economic
climate can be daunting, with the right
strategy, entrepreneurs can thrive despite the
unfavourable conditions.
In this article, we sit down with Noraishah Binti
Khamalrudin, the Managing Director of Sediakawal
(M) Sdn. Bhd to uncover her experience and
strategies to secure the future amidst a challenging
business environment.
Established in 1983, Sediakawal is a Bumiputera
status company, registered and licensed by the
Ministry of Home Affairs (KDN) to provide security
services. Today, the company’s clients comprise
of government agencies and large corporations
throughout Malaysia. The company offers a wide
range of security-related solutions including static
security services, armed guards, security audits,
private investigators and security equipment such
as CCTVs and alarms. The company was also a

Vol 15 / 2019

pioneering member of the Association of Security
Services Association of Malaysia (PPKKM).
Noraishah joined the family business in 2002 as a
Financial Controller and took over as the managing
director in 2011 upon the passing of her father.
Throughout Sediakawal’s illustrious history, the
company has witnessed and weathered many events
from times of economic expansion and depression.
The fact that the company is still standing strong
today is a testament to their capability and resilient
in managing both opportunities and challenges.

SECTORAL CHALLENGES
According to Noraishah, the main challenge
facing companies involved in the security services
sector revolves around the management of a
large workforce. By and large, security companies
employ a large number of security guards deployed
at various locations. Sediakawal itself currently

09

employs over 500 security guards coming from
diverse background and experiences.
The nature of the work which deals with risks and
threats means that security companies cannot
afford to compromise when it comes to train their
workforce. In the case of Sediakawal, their guards
are assigned to attend the Certified Security Guard
(CSG) course.
On top of training courses, Noraishah places high
importance on positive and professional work
culture. The managing director believes that a
good leader should be able to work side-by-side
with their employees. This approach is reflected by
her motto that “great leaders don’t tell you what to
do, but they show you how it’s done”.
She also positions staff welfare high on her priority
list. As a result, Sediakawal has higher loyalty and
lower employee turnover.

Although investing in people
has its merit, Noriashah
recognizes that this on
its own is not enough. A
company must also invest
in developing its processes
and systems. Over the years,
Sediakawal has embarked
on several quality assurance
endeavours culminating in
the company receiving the
MS ISO 9001: 2008 and MS
ISO 9001:2015 certifications
in 2015 and 2018.

Although investing in people has its merits,
Noriashah recognizes that this strategy on its
own is not enough. A company must also invest
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in developing its processes and systems. Over the
years, Sediakawal has embarked on several quality
assurance endeavours culminating in the company
receiving the MS ISO 9001: 2008 and MS ISO
9001:2015 certifications in 2015 and 2018.
The security service sector is also highly
competitive. There are approximately 800
companies currently involved in this sector. The
number of players seems disproportionate when
one considers the general lack of awareness
among communities in Malaysia on security
risks. This environment, in turn, creates a market
imbalance of high supply and low demand. The
managing director believes that there is room
for the government to intervene and introduce
policies to stimulate the industry.

Noraishah believes that there is no silver
bullet to overcome these external challenges.
She adds that, as entrepreneurs, we have no
choice but to adapt and strive for continuous
improvement
to
remain
relevant
and
competitive. This strategy includes embracing
the use of new innovative security technologies
and social media platforms to create brand
awareness.
She encourages her peers to increase their
knowledge of financial management. She
adds that all too often, businesses fail not
due to external factors but because of poor
financial decisions. For instance, during good
times, many entrepreneurs choose to reward
themselves instead of reinvesting in their

She encourages her peers to increase their knowledge
of financial management. She adds that all too often,
businesses fail not due to external factors but because of
poor financial decisions. For instance, during good times,
many entrepreneurs choose to reward themselves instead
of reinvesting back in their business. This decision may harm
the future cash flow of the company.

Vol 15 / 2019
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projects which have contributed to the company’s
long-term success.
In addition to providing financing facilities,
Sediakawal also benefited from SME Bank’s ‘Beyond
Financing’ services. The company was selected
to participate in the Bank’s Upward Migration
programme, where they were assigned a dedicated
business coach to assist them in their business
expansion. Moreover, the company also receives
periodical invitations to attend seminars which the
Bank regularly organize.
CONCLUSION
Noraishah’s experience shed light on some
approaches which SMEs could employ to secure
long term success. Strategies such as providing
relevant training, developing a good work culture
and investing in systems and processes can allow
businesses to thrive despite a challenging and
competitive business environment.

business. This decision may harm the future cash
flow of the company.
ENGAGEMENT WITH SME BANK
Sediakawal’s engagement with SME Bank began in
2004 at a time when the company was struggling
with capital to finance its projects due to cashflow
issue. At the time, the Bank’s branch in Kuantan was
the only one that was willing to open its doors for
Sediakawal. The revolving capital financing facilities
offered by SME Bank allowed them to deliver their

BEFORE

NOW

Conventional business
following trends

Offers value-added services
to differentiate from
approximately 800
competitors in the security
sector

No difference from
competitors
Low brand awareness
in the market

Utilizing social media platform
to create brand awareness
on services being offered

FUTURE

Plans to offer security
services using advanced
technology and increased
professionalism
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Hjh Zakiah Sdn Bhd
Hjh Zakiah Husain

Managing Director
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234270-H
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COMPUTERISED EMBROIDERY
SERVICES AND SOUVENIRS,
SPORTS APPARELS AND
STATIONERIES SUPPLIES
The Power of Positive Mindset

M

any new entrepreneurs feel that
challenging established incumbents is
too difficult of a task. It seems that most
of these businesses have a practically
unassailable position in the market. The
longer this continues, the more doubts start to creep
in. Some entrepreneurs may even begin to question
why they started in the first place.
Hajah Zakiah Husain, Managing Director of Hajah
Zakiah Sdn Bhd, says this is a familiar conflict for
new entrepreneurs. Her business, which provides
computerised embroidery services as well as
supplies of souvenirs, also struggled to challenge
existing businesses when she started two decades
ago. However, as failure was not an option, she
decided to stay positive and work twice as hard to
win over customers.
She accepts that her business needs to earn the
trust of customers. While this may take time and
energy from her end, she never doubted that it is
possible. She believes that her business can deliver
better value and service than the competitions.

Vol 15 / 2019
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The Managing Director also emphasises the importance of
investing in sales and marketing. Businesses need to generate
ample awareness to drive sales conversion. For example, Hajah
Zakiah took the initiative during the early days to distribute
pamphlets via mail and joined many events to promote her
business. These sustained efforts would eventually convert
many prospects into customers. As the company builds its
brand reputation, suppliers also began to take notice, and this
enables her to negotiate better terms.

Today, after more than two decades in operations,
Hjh Zakiah Sdn Bhd is now a trusted brand for
computerised embroidery services and souvenirs,
sports apparels and stationeries supplies. This
achievement would not have materialised if she
did not believe in herself and the value that her
business offers.
Business Challenges
Hajah Zakiah acknowledges that while self-belief
is essential, it is only the first step to winning
over customers. To succeed, entrepreneurs
must acquire as much relevant knowledge as
possible. She encourages entrepreneurs to sign
up for courses and network with more established
entrepreneurs to learn from their experiences. A
deep understanding of the industry, market and
customers would empower entrepreneurs to make
sound business decisions.
The Managing Director also emphasises the
importance of investing in sales and marketing.
Businesses need to generate ample awareness

Vol 15 / 2019
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to drive sales conversion. For example, Hajah
Zakiah took the initiative during the early days
to distribute pamphlets via mail and joined many
events to promote her business. These sustained
efforts would eventually convert many prospects
into customers. As the company builds its brand
reputation, suppliers also began to take notice,
and this enables her to negotiate better terms.
While she had overcome the earlier challenges,
the business environment is never without its
trials and tribulations. Today, many new players
are saturating the market. This situation is further
exacerbated by a weak economic outlook which
is making customers more cautious in spending.
In response to these threats, Hjh Zakiah Sdn Bhd
will be focusing on delivering value by investing in
state-of-the-art equipment and providing better
customer service.
Leadership Style
A s a l e a d e r, H a j a h Z a k i a h b e l i eve s i n t h e
values of quality service, mindfulness, honesty,
accountability and passion as foremost principles.
The Managing Director knows all too well that
the reputation that she worked so hard to build
is at risk if her staff do not share these values.
As a business owner, it is vital to take the time
to inculcate the company’s core values across all
level of staff to ensure alignment.

Hajah Zakiah chose SME Bank as her company’s financing
partner because of the ease of working with the financial
institution. She is particularly impressed with the Bank’s swift
response and process. In business, speed is of the essence, and
delays can be costly.
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Indeed, there is no
mountain too high nor
valley too low for us to
conquer if we possess
a positive mindset.

Hajah Zakiah’s leadership value had guided her
company to receive various industry accolades.
Among these accolades include a nomination
for the Bumiputera Entrepreneur Award by
the Ministry of Entrepreneur and Co-operative
Development in 2002 and 2003 and winning the
MARA Entrepreneur Award in 2006.
The Managing Director hopes that her children
would succeed her in the future and take the
business to an even higher level.
Engagement with SME Bank
Hajah Zakiah chose SME Bank as her company’s
financing partner because of the ease of working
with the financial institution. She is particularly
impressed with the Bank’s swift response and
process. In business, speed is of the essence,
and delays can be costly. The financing facilities
which Hjh Zakiah Sdn Bhd received from the Bank

BEFORE
Inadequate knowledge
in business
Consumers lacked
confidence in Malay
entrepreneurs
Insufficient capital

Vol 15 / 2019

helped them to purchase equipment and business
premises. These facilities have significantly
contributed to the company’s growth.
In addition to financing facilities, the Bank
frequently invites Hajah Zakiah and her staff to
attend seminars which it regularly organises.
Conclusion
Hajah Zakiah’s experience demonstrates
that optimism and perseverance are critical
success factors in business. Instead of feeling
disheartened by more established competitions,
she concentrated on what can be done to influence
the situation. These measures include increasing
her business knowledge, sustained investments in
sales and marketing, and ensuring alignment to the
company’s goals and values among staff. Indeed,
there is no mountain too high nor valley too low for
us to conquer if we possess a positive mindset.

NOW

Business improved after
acquiring computerized
embroidery machine
Skilled staff
Increased market
confidence

FUTURE

Business to be
inherited by her
children

NEED
FINANCING?
Get prompt answers online with

Apply today with SME Bank Online Application System.
With no hassles and no long waiting periods, SME Bank makes applying for financing
online simple, fast and convenient. We give you the answers you need promptly so
you can keep your business moving ahead.

Features & Benefits
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